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Finite-Element Model with Stress-Dependent Support 
A.M. IOANNIDES, E.J. BARENBERG, and M.K. THOMPSON 

ABSTRACT 

The finite-element model presented is a mod
ified and expanded version of the model 
developed in 1977 for the study of jointed, 
slab-on-grade pavements, ILLI-SLAB. A number 
of modifications to the original code are 
described . The most important of 1:-hese is 
the incorporation through a n iterative pro
cedure of the deflection-dependent resilient 
modulus of subgrade reaction (KR). This 
parameter is considered more appropriate i n 
modeling nonlinear subgrade response to 
rapidly moving loads. Other changes include 
generation of contour plots of system re
sponse, introduction of lines of symmetry, 
correction of the uniform subgrade stiffness 
matrix, specification of loaded areas in 
terms of global coordinates, and free-form 
input capability. To illustrate the impact 
of these innovations, results from several 
demonstration runs are summarized. The major 
effect of the proposed model is due to the 
higher values of KR compared with the com
monly used static k. 

The determination of stresses and deflections in 
slab-on-grade pavements with joints or cracks or 
both has been a subject of major concern for several 
years. For many pavement structuces it has been 
v irtua.lly impossible to obtain analytical (closed
form) solutions because of the complexity of geome
try, boundary conditions, and material properties, 
unless certain simplifying assumptions are made. 
These, however, result in a modification of the 
characteristics of the problem. With the advent of 
high-speed digital computers, solution of these com
p.lex structural problems has been greatly facili
tated . One of the most powerful methods that has 
evolvecl is the finite - clement method. This method 
of analysis is widely accepted as applica'bl.e to a 
broad range of complex boundary-value problems in 
engineering. 

In the calculation of stresses in slab-on-grade 
pavements , it is also necessary to idealize the 
characteristics of the supporting medium. In one of 
the simplest and most popular support characteri2a
tion theories , the subgrade is regarded as a flex
ib1-e bed with surface pressure proportional to sur
face deflection at each point, whereas adjacent 
unloaded areas are unaffected. This idealization is 
commonly called a dense liquid or a Winkler sub
grade. Finite-element program ILLI-SLAB (_!,1) em
ploys a Winkler-type subgrade and can be used to 
study two-layer, cracked pavement sections, variable 
load transfer across joints or cracks by aggregate 
interlock or dowels or both, variable slab thick
ness, variable su.bgrade support, and complex multi
wheel loading at any position on the pavement. This 
model has been validated and used extensively in 
various University of Illinois studies (1, 3 , 4). 

In the original version of ILLl-SW C!.l, the 
modulus of s ubgrade reaction (kl obtainea from the 
plate load test is used for subgrade characteriza
tion. Th is is in conform! ty with general engineer
ing practice. <>everal other fi n i.te-element models 
also use this approach (5-7). The value of k can be 
varied from node to nOde according to a pattern 
specified by the user at the beginning of the anal
ysis. Note that k is assumed to be independent of 
stress or deflection level , being essen·tially a 
linear, low-stress modulus. Most subbase-subgrade 
support sye:tcmo, however, ulsl:Jlay a response depen
dent on stress level. Typically a softer (lower-k) 
response is exhibited at higher magnitudes of stress 
or deflection. 

To account for this effect, the concept of the 
resilient modulus of subgrade reaction (KR) was 
introduced in a D.S. Air Force 0£fice of Scientific 
Research (AFOSR) study (8). This is no longer the 
modulus k , derived from the static plate load test, 
but a modulus characterizing subgrade response to a 
repeated (impulse-type) test. The latter loading 
condition is considered more appropriate for the 
type of moving loads applied by modern-day highway 
and airport traffic . In the AFOSR study , relation
ships are developed between KR and deflection (w) 
for a broad range of fine-9rained soils . 

In this paper a description is given of how the 
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deflection-depenaent support relations a re incorpo
rated into ILLI-SLAB to accommodate nonlinear sub
grade behavior. Several other ILLI-SLAB improvements 
are also presented. The impact of these innovations 
is assessed by using a series of demonstration runs 
involving typical pavement sections and loading pat
terns. 

ILL I-SLAB 

ILLI-SLAB was developed at the University of Illi
nois in 1977 for structural analysis of jointed 
one- or two-layer concrete pavements with specified 
levels of load transfer at the joints or cracks 
<1•1>· The ILLI-SLAB model is based on the classical 
theory of a medium-thick plate on a Winkler founda
tion (9) and can be used to evaluate the structural 
response of a concrete pavement system with joints 
or cracks or both. I t employs the plate-bending 
element with four nodes and 12 degrees of freedom 
known in the finite-element literature as ACM or 
RPB12 (10). The Winkler-type subgrade is modeled as 
a uniform distributed subgrade through an equivalent 
mass formulation (11). This is a much more realistic 
representation than the four concentrated spring 
elements used in other programs (5-7). A work 
equivalent load vector is used (10). - -

various types of load transfer systems, such as 
dowel bars, aggregate interlock, keyways, or a com
bination of these, can be considered at the pavement 
joints with ILLI-SLAB. The model can also accommo
date the effect of a stabilized base or an overlay 
(with either perfect bond or no bond). 

MODIFICATION OF ILLI-SLAB 

For the benefits of the finite-element method to be 
fully realized, it is highly desirable that programs 
using this method of analysis 

l. Accept easy-to-compile, user-oriented input 
data restricted to the absolute minimum required and 
in which, where possible, potential pitfalls for the 
user have been eliminated; 

2. Employ carefully selected default values that 
will reduce the amount of input data required; 

3. Perform error checks, especially in the case 
of default values, so that errors that are concealed 
by the otherwise normal execution of the program 
will be avoided; 

4. Be free of code errors; 
S. Organize the output so that it is neat, mean

ingful, and user-oriented; 
6. Incorporate skillful data-base management for 

the efficient utilization of available memory core; 
7. Provide basic and higher-level routines; and 
8. Present the results in a summary or a graphi

cal form. 

The ILLI-SLAB modifications presented in the follow
ing are aimed at providing these capabilities. 

Stress-Dependent Subgrade Defin i tion 

The general expression for the relation between KR 
and w as developed in this study (30-in. -diameter 
plate) is (_!!) 

KR =(1/w) [A 1 (i-exp{-A2 [(w/Dy)-A3 J} )+A4 [(w/Dy) 

-A3) +2] 

=As/Dy if(w/Dy) < AJ (!) 

ll 

where Air A2, A3, A4, A5r and D are regression pa
rameters determined from plate load tests simulated 
by using ILLI-PAVE ( 12) , a stress-dependent (non
linear) finite-element-Program developed at the Uni
versity of Illinois. By specifying these parameters, 
the user can define a stress-dependent subgrade. 
Parameter sets for the following broad subgrade 
types have been developed and are now an integral 
part of the revised version of ILLI-SLAB: 

l. Very soft (KR= 300 psi/in.), 
2. Soft (KR = 425 psi/in.), 
3. Medium (KR= 725 psi/in.), and 
4. Stiff (KR= 1,000 psi/in.). 

The figures in parentheses are recommended initial 
(small-deflect ion) values. These are significantly 
higher than the normally accepted static k-values, 
reflecting the increased subgrade stiffness that re
sults from dynamic or rapidly moving loads. 

Other options available in modified ILLI-SLAB are 
as follows: 

1. Other: The user specifies the regression 
parameters individually to obtain a different rela
tion of KR versus w. 

2. Winkler: This option is the stress-indepen
dent, uniform Winkler subgrade, available in the 
original version of ILLI-SLAB. 

3. Sp.rings: Support is provided by four springs 
at the corner of each element (stress independent). 
This option allows validation by direct comparison 
with other programs but is not recommended for gen
eral use. 

An iterative procedure, which compares support 
values (KR) corresponding to calculated deflec
t ions with previously assumed or determined values, 
is used in the modified version of ILLI-SLAB. New 
support values are assigned for each subsequent 
iterat i on until compatibility is achieved between 
support system deflections and the user-prescribed 
support pattern. Furthermore the new model allows 
the user to assign different support values to se
lected (or all) nodes. When one of the stress-de
pendent subgrade types is used, subroutine ITERATE 
provides a procedure for checking convergence, up
dating support values, and proceeding with add.ition
al iterations as necessary. Subroutine ITERATE is 
structured to allow easy modification of the regres
sion equations or addition of other subgrade op
tions. The user controls the iterative procedure by 
three variables: 

1. ITMAX: This variable specifies the maximum 
number of iterati ons desired. Usually three itera
tions are suf-ficient1 a value of !'IMAX = 6 is recom
mended. 

2. TOLl: Convergence tolerance for updated KR 
compared with KR from the previous iteration. A 
value of TOLl ,. 0.05, i.e., 5 percent, is recom
mended. 

3. TOL2: Convergence tolerance for percentage 
of nodes at which TOLl is not satisfied. Again, a 
value of TOL2 = 0.05, i.e., 5 percent, is recom
mended. The recommended values of ITMAX, TOLl, and 
TOL2 are used as default values. 

Co.ntourinci Capability 

During a study conducted in summer 1981, the facil
ity to generate contour s of stresses and deflections 
was incorporated i nto the ILLI-SIJ\B package (4). 
This was done through au>1ilia ry program CONT, which 
accepts ILLI-SLAB results as input data. Subroutine 
CONTOUR in this auxiliary pro<Jram passes these re-
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sults to a number of subroutines developed at the 
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The 
s;;oftware uocd in these sublouline~ hHs been l'Jevel
oped and is made available with the restriction that 
NCAR be acknowledged as the source in any resulting 
research or publications. The most important family 
of NCAR subroutines used in rLLI-SLAB is CONRAN. 
CONRJ\N, the standard version, plots contour lines by 
using random, sparse, or irregular data sets; adds 
lina l abeling and contour d:ish patterns; and plo t !! 
relative highs and lows. The data are triangulated 
and then contoured. Contouring is performed by in
terpolating the triangulated data. Typical contour 
plots are shown in Figure 1. 

More Efficient Memory Core Utilization 

A major problem encountered by ILLI-SLAB users is 
that any attempt to refine the mesh used, especially 
when investigation of the stability and convergence 

C0NT0URS 0F DEFLECTl0N- SLAB I 
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FIGURE 1 Typical contour plots. 
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of the numerical solution is desired or when seve~al 
slabs are us ed, faces the possibility of exceedinq 
mach i ne memory core capacity. This pr oblem has been 
add,ressed by the introduction of the capability to 
take advantage of any symmetry lines that may exist. 
In the modified ILLI-SIJW version, the user has the 
following options: 

1. No lines of symmetry exist (ISYM = 0), 
2. The x-axis is a line of symmetry (ISYM = 1) , 
3. The y-axis is a line of symmetry ( ISYM = 2), 

and 
4. The x- and y-axes are both axes of symmetry 

(ISYM = 3). 

Care was taken to introduce these options without 
impos ition of a burden on the user during the prep
aration of the input data. Particularly undesirable 
are requirements to include the node numbers for the 
nodes along the line or lines of symmetry. In the 
new version of ILLI-SLAB, the various options re-

C0NT0URS 0F DEFLECTI0N- SLAB 2 

~: LOADED AREA 

C0NT0URS 0F X-STRESS AT B0TT0M 0F LAYER I- SLAB 2 
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lj X 106 PS I 

0.15 
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lated with symmetry are specified by using a single 
input variable (ISYM), which may even be omitted if 
no symmetry exists. 

Subgrade Stiffness Matrix Correction 

One o .f the major advantages of lLLI-SLAB ovei:- other 
available progi:-ams is that the Winkler-type f ounda
tion is no longer modeled by four concentrated 
springs at the corners of each slab element. Through 
an equivalent mass formulation, a uniform distrib
uted subgrade is provided under each element. The 
formulation for the derivation of the stiffness ma
trix for this subgrade (_!) foll.ows the same steps as 
the ones presented by Dawe <W, who first derived 
this matrix. In oawe's equivalent mass formulation, 
the product of mass per unit area and plate thick
ness (ph ) replaces the subgrade modulus k (or 
l<R). Similar derivations using different sign 
conventions are also presented by Przemienieoki (13) 
and Zienkiewicz C!Q.l. -

The subgrade stiffness matrix used in ILLI-SLAB 
was compared with each of the matrices presented in 
these publications, which were furthe r compared with 
each other, with due allowance for differences in 
sign convention. The original formulation of the 
stiffness matrix in ILLI-SLAB (_!) was thereby cor
rected. For earlier users of the prog ram , the cor
rections in the stiffnes.s matrix are most obvious in 
the results from solutions of symmetric problems, 
where identical responses are now obtained at cor
responding points, as expected. Although the change 
in the results of a typical run may only range from 
3 to 5 percent, it is important to have a balanced 
formulation to ensure the good behavior and conver'
gence of the numerical solution. 

Specification of Loaded Areas in Tei:-ms of 
Global Coordinates 

In the original version of ILLI-SL11B, input data 
specifying loaded area or areas had to be in terms 
of local (element) coordinates. In this sytem the 
or;igin is set at the lower le.ft corner of each 
element and the a.xes extend from 0 to 2a in the 
x-direction and 2b in the y-direction for a typical 
element of dimensions 2a x 2b. The result was that 
the user had to go through the following steps when 
the loaded areas for the problem were specified: 

1. Determine the element numbers of the loaded 
elements adhering to a fixed numbering sequence, 
i.e., from bottom to top and from left to right. It 
should be noted that depending on the finene s s of 
the mesh used, each loaded area (such as a wheel im
print) migh t apply a load on four or more elements. 
Thus, a large number of partially or fully loaded 
elements might be needed to define the loading pat
tern in all but the simplest situations. 

2. For each of the loaded elements, determine 
the extent of the loaded subacea in terms of the 
local element coordinate s ystem. These coordinates 
should then be specified, one subarea per card, to
gether with the load intensity in each case. 

3. Whenever there is a change in the finite-ele
ment mesh used , such as when the mesh is made finer, 
the process must be repeated. 

As a result of the complexity of this process, 
espec ially when it was used, as it was, with the 
fixed-form input format, a large portion of all 
problems encountered by ILLI-SLAB user s was related 
to specifying loading patte-rn da-ta . To overcome 
these difficulties, subroutine SUBAREA was coded to 
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allow input data specification in terms of the glob
al coordinate system. In this system the origin is 
located at the lower left corner of the slab ar
rangement and the axes extend to the extreme corners 
of the arrangement of all the slabs in both the 
x- and y-directions. The advantages of this system 
are obvious: 

1. Element numbering, although retained in
ternally, does not enter into input data preparation; 

2. Only as many loaded areas as actually exist 
need be specified; the global coordinates and the 
extent of each loaded area now acquire a more re
alistic physical meaning for the user; and 

3. The global coordinate system is independent 
of the mesh used, being solely determined by the ar
rangement of slab or slabs analyzed. 

Free-Form Input Capability 

With the addition of several new subroutines, ILLI
SLAB can now accept f ree-form input data by using a 
problem-oriented language (POL) consisting of 
simple, easy-to-remember English-type statements. 
This has been made possible by accessing the SCAN 
library of routines developed at the Civil Engi
neering Systems Laboratory (CESL) at the University 
of Illinois (14-1§). SCAN has been used as a teach
ing and research tool for a number of years at the 
University of Illinois. It is also the front end of 
the POLO system, including FINITE (7) , and is used 
in a number of production systems at CESL. 

Only those parameters that are different from the 
default values need be provided when the free-form 
input capability is used. This will save time in 
preparing the input data file and executing the pro
gram. The free-form subroutines are set up to issue 
diagnostic error messages before execution in the 
event of improper input data. These greatly f acili
tate debugging the input data file and are particu
larly useful to new users of ILLI-SLAB. 

Miscellaneous Changes 

In addition to p roviding a user-oriented input data 
capability, it i s desirable to have a user-oriented 
presentation of the results from a given run. Early 
in this study particular attention was directed to
ward improving the output format by the introduction 
of appropriate c ar riage control characters, elimina
tion of unnecessary iines of output, and replacement 
of these by othe r meaningful output information. 
The changes inco r porated in the revised version of 
ILLI-SLAB are a i med at providing a well-organized, 
clear echo of the input file so that the parameters 
and loading cond i tions used can be easily checked as 
well as at givi n9 the user a neat, usable output. 
Of great i ntere s t to the user is the summary of 
maximum values of deflection and stresses and the 
nodal numbers at which these occur, which is given 
at the end of the output. 

A second group of changes involved the elimina
tion of several code errors ("bugs") that were re
vealed by numero 'JS error checks. Comparisons with 
FINITE show that at least the major routines of 
ILLI-SLAB, such o ~ stiffness matrix assembly, inver
sion, and solutio,, and determination of stresses and 
deflections, are free of any code errors. 

TYPICAL EFFECTS WITH MODIFIED ILLI-SLAB 

To illustrate the capabilities of ILLI-SLAB and the 
impact of the r,, :,difications described earlier, a 
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number of demonstration runs are presented. Two 
typical pavement cross sections are considered in 
this invP11ti')ation . The first is a 10-ln . portland 
cement concrete (PCC) pavement consisting of panels 
that are 20 ft square and 20 ft by 12 ft, with or 
without load transfer between adjacent slabs . These 
dimensions are typical of airport and high.way pave
ments, respectively. The contour plots shown in 
Figure 1 were obtained from one of the demonstration 
runs with a highway pavement. For the cases involv
ing load transfer, a second, mirror-image panel was 
added to the right of the panels shown in Figure 1. 
The second pavement section considered is a 12-in. 
pavement incorporating a stabilized base layer with 
a modulus (E) of 1.5 x 105 psi. This pavement 
consbts of panels 15 ft by 12 ft and is typical. of 
pavements proposed fo the U.S. Air Force (USAF) 
alternate launch and recovery surf ace (ALRS) proqram . 

The two pavement sections are loaded by a 9-kip 
highway load or typical USAF aircraft loading pat
terns, namely, the F-4, the c-130, a nd the F-lU . A 
typical. soft subgrade is assumed with two alterna
tive charactedzations. The first is the conven
tional static subgrade modulus (kl, which was 
assigned a value of 120 to 150 psi/in. by using the 
WINRLER option in ILLI-SLAB. The second is the pro
posed resi l.ient modulus {KRI, which wae oct at 425 
psi/in. by using the SOFT option. Associated· with 
the latter opinion is stress dependence, provided by 
the iterative scheme in ILLI-SLJ\B. 

In an effort to clarify the picture presented by 
the results of these demonstration runs , ·three dis
tinct effects are identified and discussed sepa
rately in the following. 

Effect of Load Transfer 

To investiga te the impact of loaa transfer systems, 
1oad transfer by aggregate interlock was provided in 
some runs and these are compared with those i n which 
only one panel was used. It was intended to inves
tigate the two extreme case-s , that o f no load trans
fer efficiency (LTE .. 0 percent) and that of full 
load transfer efficiency (LTE ~ 100 percent). For 
the latter an aggregate interlock factor (AIF) of 
1 x 105 was specified, producing LTEs between 97 
and 99 percent . 

Under conditions of full load transfe r, maximum 
deflection is reduced to half its value for the con
dition of no load transfer. The effect of load 
tr a nsfer on maximum bending stress is shown as a 
stress ratio in Table 1, which indicates that full
load-transfer stress is about O. 6 times the no-load
t ransfer stre.ss. It is also observed that the pro
posed change to a resilient modulus Sltbgrade 
characterization has only a minor effect in this 

TABLE 1 Effect of Load Transfer 

Pavement Loading Subgrade Stress Ratio' 

PCC 9-kip k; 150 psi/in. 0.61 
SOFT 0.63 

F-4 k; 150 psi/in. 0.61 
SOFT 0.62 

C-130 SOFT 0.62 
ALRS F-4 k ; 120 psi/in. 0.59 

SOFT 0.61 
C-130 SOFT 0.62 

Note: AH runs are for eUgc.Jonding conditjon. PCC == portland cement 
i:o11i: rete; ALRS ::::: altern11Ut launch and recovery surface. 

nSlrC.St ra t fr> ;;: omllx for l. TE • I 00 porcotll divided b)' Otna:): for LTl~ =- 0, 
wJ1ore LTE -= Jo:H.I 1t.r\nsfor c:itric-hwcr ('1ene1ctlo11 Bcro.u Jn 11ir on unlt;J.ad<id 
iide divided by nulXimnm doOec:rlon 1dong joint o n londod 1ldt1). The cor
r1:1ponding: l.lofll.'lc1io n rciUo JJ 0.SO ra.r L TE =- 100 pe.rci:.11 1. All compnri· 
sont are for the flr;d 11ern1ton. 
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:-:espect. As expected, LTE is more pronounced (al
beit only slightly) in the case of the less !'!tiff 
ALRS pavement. 

Effect of Resilient Modul.us Characterization 

As explained earlier, it is considered that a resil
ient modulus subgrade characterization would be more 
appropriate for airfield pavement systems under 
transient loads than the conventional static plate 
load test subgrade modulus . The k-value used to 
characterize the subgraae in finite-ele.ment programs 
like ~LLI-SLAB should be replaced by a stress-depen
dent KR-value, which at low stress levels is sub
stantially grater than that of the static k. In the 
cases analyzed in this paper, the WINKLER subgrade 
was assumed to have a otatic k-valu of 120 to 150 
psi/in. This is considered equivalent to the stress
dependent SOFT subgrade option in ILLI-SLAB . The 
low-stress-level K1rvalue for this subgrade is 425 
psi/in., according to the algorithms described pre
viously. 

The effect of this change is shown in Table 2 by 
comparing the responses of the SOFT and WINKLER sub-

TABLE 2 Effect of Resilient Modulus 

Specified Deflection" ,b Stressb ,c 

Pavement Loading LTE (%) Ratio Ratio 

PCC 9-kip 0 0.53 0.91 
JOO 0.54 0.93 

F-4 0 0.55 0.88 
100 0.56 0.90 

C-130 100 0.49 0.81 
ALRS F-4 0 0.46 0.87 

100 0.47 0.89 
C-130 100 0.40 0.80 

Nole ; Al l runs a.r-e for edgc-•fOildln& condhlon. PCC ~ portln.nd ccm\Snl con· 
crcta: Al-RS 11:1 allernMc l:mn<1 h 11nd r-ccovery •urr:acc. 
AJ)cOcction nnJo - rn u1lmum tlon~cHon ror SOF'l' divided b)' m:utlmum do
O•ctlon fo r IYJNKt.ER. 
bAlJ COmlHtrli.ont UC for lhe nrst Iteration. 
CSfrcss raHo ._ rn11xhnum i trcss: ror SO divided by nuax ill\um Ire~ for 
WIN KLEI\, 

grades in the form of deflection and stress ratios. 
Deflection ratios are seen to vary between 0.40 and 
0.56, whereas stress ratios have values between 0.80 
and 0.93. Thus, the proposed resilient modulus sub
grade characterization leads to lower calculated de
flections and stresses: stresses are affected to a 
smaller extent than deflections. Table 2 also shows 
that the impact of the proposed change is more sig
nificant as the load becomes more severe (C-130 in
stead of F-4) or if the pavement system is less 
stiff (ALRS rather than PCC pavement; no load trans
fer). 

Eftect of Stress Dependence: Iterative Scheme 

Associated with the stress-dependent options in 
ILLI-SLAB , including the SOFT option employed in 
these demonstration runs, is an iterative scheme. In 
this scheme at the end of each iteration a check is 
performed for the compatibility of calculated de
flections and assumed support pattern (i..e ., KR
values). If this compatibility is poor, a new itera
tion is performed after the support pattern has been 
updated untU specified convergence tolerances are 
achieved. Usually no more than three iterations 
were requiren to achieve convergence within a tole-r
a.nce of 5 percent. 

Table 3 is an attempt to filter out the effect of 
the iterative scheme by presenting in terms of de-
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TABLE 3 Effect of Stress Dependence 

Specified Deflection b ,c Stressc,d 
Pavement Loading" LTE (%) Ratio Ratio 

PCC F-4 0 1.03 1.0 I 
100 1.00 1.00 

C-130 0 1.10 1.05 
JOO 1.03 1.02 

F-111 0 1.04 1.07 
ALRS F-4 0 1.06 1.02 

100 1.01 1.00 
C-130 0 1.14 1.07 

100 1.05 1.03 
F-111 0 1.12 1.05 

No1t:: All runs are for the SOFT suba.r:ndo and edge-loading condil _on . PCC = 
ptltlland cement conctete ; .ALRS = alicrn nte launch and recovery ~urface . 
81terative schcime has no effect for 9-kip highway lo11ding. 
boeflection r-rt rlo =maximum defJection for last it c1r11.tion divided by maximum 
de-Otict Ion for n.r.u h or:tt Ion. 
cCQnV"orgence lo ler:rncc:s: TOLI = S parccnt; 0 1 ... '2 = s percent. 
dS1rcss raUo = rnaxhmnn itress for lltst ilorotion dl't'ided by maxjmum stress 
for first iteration. 

flection and stress ratios the responses after the 
first and after the last iteration. Deflection 
ratios range between 1. 00 and 1.14, whereas stress 
ratios fall between 1. 00 and 1. 07. Thus the effect 
of the iterative scheme is to increase the maximum 
deflections and stresses obtained after the first 
iteration, thereby counterbalancing some of the 
change produced by the resilient modulus described 
previously. 

Bec:.:a use the application of the iterative scheme 
increases execution time, it is important to draw 
some conclusions as to when such an increased ex
pense is justified by the changes in response pro
duced. Table 3 shows that the iterative scheme ef
fect becomes substantial (i.e., 10 percent or more) 
for the more severe loading patterns (edge rather 
than interior; F-111 or C-130 rather than F-4) on 
the less competent pavement systems (ALRS rather 
than PCC section: LTE = 0 percent rather than 
LTE = 100 percent) . The iterative scheme has no ef
fect in the case of the 9-kip highway load, and only 
one iteration is required to achieve the 5 percent 
specified tolerance. 

In general the effect of the iterative scheme is 
not dramatic. This may be attributed partly to the 
development of the algorithms used in the current 
version of ILLI-SLAB by simulating rigid plate load 
tests with ILLI-PAVE. The plates used in these tests 
are much stiffer than any ordi'nary pavement slabs, 
and their radius of relative stiffness (1) is much 
higher than the values encountered in pavement 
slabs. Westergaard (17) and other investigators have 
pointed out the effect of the radius of relative 
stiffness on the response of the subgrade-pavement 
system. 

Finally Table 4 presents the combined effects of 

TABLE 4 Combined Effect of Proposed Changes 

Specified Deflection" Stressb 
Pavement Loading LTE(%) Ratio Ratio 

PCC 9-kip 0 0.53 0.91 
100 0.54 0.93 

F-4 0 0.57 0.89 
100 0.56 0.90 

C-130 100 0.50 0.83 
ALRS F-4 0 0.49 0.89 

100 0.47 0.90 
C-130 100 0.42 0.82 

NQle: AIJ run i !ltd for (ldgc·londing coqdicion. CU:rnge:J conslsl or 1ubgrndo 
Ch;trmctt: rJt.mlio11 bY resilient 1110<.luJu Kn (.a 425 p11i(l 11 ,; S01:i') ln•IC'ad or J. l Ii(! 
sub1rude _modulus k (~ 110 ur l SO psi/In.) 1:t.11d s tress dcpendc.nce,-itcnnlvu nhome. 
PCC =- por Ua.nd cc11ncn1 con rnua~ ALRS :r nh arn1uin lnun(:h .:iind n:tcovcry .-urf.:1ce. 
"Dii:Ooc lio u ratio ._ mnxlmum dcflccUon oft e r t hnni;es dlvlLl"d by m:.,Jdmurn do· 
flection before ch3nges . 
bstress ratio = mi:t.xjmum stress after changes divided by maximum stress before 
changes. 
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the resil ient modulus and of the iterative scheme. 
The deflection ratios range between O. 42 and O. 57 
and are in general substantially lower than the cor
responding stress ratios, which lie between 0,82 and 
0.93. This indicates that the impact of the proposed 
changes is much more significant with respect to de
flections than stresses. Furthermore, the effects 
are more pronounced in the case of the more severe 
load patterns or the less competent pavement systems. 

SUMMARY 

Classical slab-on-grade pavement analysis procedures 
(such as those proposed by Westergaard) cannot ac
commodate nonlinear subgrade support conditions, 
complex loading patterns, cracked sections with 
varying LTEs, and subbase effects. The modified 
ILLI-SLAB model developed in this study alleviates 
many of these inadequacies. 

Computer program ILLI-SLAB (1), developed at the 
Univers ity of Illinois, offers great flexibility in 
modeling loading conditions (i.e., position, size, 
and intensity of loaded area or areas) and load 
transfer systems. The objective of this study was 
to modify the subgrade model in ILLI-SLAB from a 
simple, linear spring (Winkler) type to a stress
dependent (more accurately, a deflection-dependent) 
mode l, i n which the resilient subgrade modulus 
(KR) decreases with increasinq deflection (w). 
Such a model was developed and incorporated into 
ILLI-SLAB by using an iterative scheme. According to 
this scheme, a s elected i nitial vaJ.ue of KR (depen
dent on subgrade type) is corrected after each it
eration. After a number of iterations, the values of 
KR before and after the last iteration differ by 
only a specified small percentage. 

The impact of the iterative KR model was inves
tigated for several typical pavement systems sub
jected to edge loading. Some of the sections in
cluded load transfer systems, The major effect of 
the proposed KR model stems from the difference 
between the value of the resilient subgrade modulus 
(initial Kn-value assigned in the iterative pro
cedure) and the static k typically used. The effect 
of iterative analysis is limited and becomes more 
pronounced for c onditions producing more severe 
pavement responses (thin structural sections , traf
fic overloads, edge loading, no load transfer). 
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Structural Model for Concrete Block Pavement 

A.A.A. MOLENAAR, H.O. MOLL, and L.J.M. HOUBEN 

ABSTRACT 

A structural model for the calculation of 
stress, strain, and deflection in a concrete 
block pavement is desr.rihP~. This modal is 
based on the ICES STROOL computer program 
that was recently exte nded by the introduc
tion of a so-called RIGID BODY element. It 
is shown that by means of this model excel
lent agreement between measured and calcu
lated deflection profiles is obtained. 
Furthermore, time functions were derived 
from the observation of 20 concrete block 
pavements in service. These functions show 
the i nc r e ase of the s ubg r ade modulus, the 
stiffness of the joint s a nd the bedding 
layer, and the decrease in the deflection 
with respec t tu the number of equivalent 
100-kN single axles. By means of ICES 
STRUDL and the developed time functions ten
tative design charts are developed in which 

the number of years until a given rut depth 
is reached is related to the initial sub
grade modulus and the average daily equiva
lent 100-kN single axle loads. Although 
concrete block pavements are common in 
western EuropP (i1hn1.1t one- third of the paved 
area in the Netherlands c onsists of such 
pavements), this pavement type is not well 
known in the United States. Therefore a 
general description of the most characteris
tic features of concrete block pavements is 
given. 

Concre te block p av ing is the most recent development 
in e l ement (segmental ) paving, whic h is bu i lt by 
lay i ng down small elements on the (improved ) s ub
grade. Element paving has been used since the Middle 
Ages. wooden setts were sometime s used as elements 
but, especially at first, nontooled natural stone 
was the only pavement material that had sufficient 
resistance to the traffic loading by steel wheels. 


